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WHY YOUR MARRIAGE NEEDS EASTER
Hans Molegraaf
Jesus Served When He Deserved to Be Served – Christ
had a right to be served, a right to be worshipped, a right
to all the wealth, the finest home, the finest food, and an
ultimate life of comfort. Yet, he chose to set aside those
Conflict resolution tips can help you to fight fair.
rights and focus on his responsibility given to him by
God, “The Son of Man did not come to be served, but to
And, understanding how you and your
serve.” In the same way, we should
spouse are designed differently is criti- The greatest motivation purpose to set aside what we think we
cal to helping you pursue oneness with
deserve from our spouse, and purpose
to love your spouse
your spouse instead of sameness.
to focus on our responsibility to serve
when the going gets
them (Mark 10:45, Philippians 2:6-8).
All these things and more can legititough is found in the
mately help your marriage. But at the
Jesus Loved The Way God Wanted
end of the day, your marriage needs
main character of the Him To, Even When He Wanted A
more than a set of principles to go the
Different Way – When Jesus was in
story of Easter.
distance. Your marriage needs a perthe garden before going to the cross,
Jesus.
son, and that person is Jesus.
He cried out to God and asked if there
Communication techniques can help you get along with
your spouse.

I’m not trying to be super spiritual, but rather profoundly practical.
Jesus offers so much more than a trip to a perfect place
at the end of your life. What He offers can actually help
you here, and help you now…in your life, and in your
marriage.
I want to suggest the story of Easter (Jesus life, death,
resurrection, and ascension) provides the MODEL,
the MUSCLE, and the MOTIVATION for you and your
spouse to not just go the distance, but THRIVE in your
marriage.

Easter Provides The Model For Marriage
Jesus lived a perfect life on this earth in relationship
with everyone he ever interacted with. His life provides
a perfect model for how we should relate to each other
in all our relationships, but especially marriage.
Jesus Loved When He Wasn’t Being
Loved – Loving a spouse who loves you is
easy. Loving a spouse who doesn’t, isn’t. Jesus demonstrated his love to the
very people that would eventually be responsible for his murder. When God asks
us to demonstrate love to our spouse,
even though they may be less than deserving, we should be willing to love like
Jesus 1st loved us (Romans 5:8).
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was any other way for him to express
His love outside of being crucified. But in the end, Christ
submitted and said, “…not my will, but yours be done.”
When God asks us to demonstrate love to our spouse in
a certain way, even when we don’t feel like it and even
when it requires sacrifice, we should submit to God
(Luke 22:42).
Jesus Persevered When He Deserved To Rest – Christ
was falsely accused, wrongfully and brutally beaten, and
went through excruciating pain carrying his own means
of death (the cross) through the streets of Jerusalem,
and up the hill to Golgotha. Christ persevered in the
most difficult of conditions because he valued what he
would accomplish (offer of forgiveness, salvation for all
men, and ultimately God’s glory) more than his personal
comfort. He allowed this joy to motivate him to endure
his difficult circumstances (Hebrews 12:2). When you’re
tired of loving your spouse, remember what your love
will accomplish (God’s glory – 1 Corinthians 10:31) and
allow that to fill your heart with joy knowing that your
love towards your spouse is giving God’s
heart pleasure.
Jesus Offered Forgiveness To People
Who Didn’t Deserve it – At the most
intense point of his suffering on the
cross, and moments before his death,
Christ initiated forgiveness towards the
people that put him there. In the same
way, as we are enduring suffering in our
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marriage, we should be willing to initiate forgiveness towards our spouse (Luke 23:34).

Easter Provides The Muscle For Marriage
I know Christ’s model of love is a high bar. I also
know the last thing you need in your marriage is an impossible to-do list. If marriage was as easy as having a list
of do’s and don’ts, everyone would have a great marriage.
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Christ from the dead: the ALL-powerful Spirit of
God. Easter had to happen in order for this muscle to be
made available to live inside of us , and be our ever present and all powerful help in our time of need (John
16:7).
Let your inadequacy and failures to love your spouse be
a reminder of your need for the All-Powerful Spirit of
God to help you (1 Corinthians 12:9).
Ask Him for help in your marriage (John 15:5).

Easter Provides The Motivation For Marriage
As I’m sure you’ve already experienced, marriage takes
more than a to-do list. It takes more than a list of how
to’s. It takes more than looking at Jesus, and doing as he
did. It also takes muscle.
Here’s the sobering truth. You don’t have what it takes to
have the marriage you want, and that God desires you to
have. You need muscle you weren’t created with. The
muscle you need is the same power that raised Jesus

You have a model, you have the muscle, so what else
does the story of Easter offer you in your marriage?
Motivation.
I believe most people understand what to do in marriage (model). I also believe that most believing people
understand their need for the All-Powerful Spirit to help
them in marriage (muscle). But, I believe where most
people fall short in marriage is in motivation. They know
what they should do but just don’t do it. Their “ought
to” doesn’t match their “want to“. Again, the story of
Easter, actually the main character of Easter, doesn’t
disappoint in providing a solution.

The story of Easter is not only a distant, academic, story
of a man who did some good things for some people,
died on a cross, and then miraculously came back to
life**. The story of Easter is as personal and heartfelt a
story as you’ve ever heard. It’s a story of a Creator coming to the rescue of his creation. It’s a story of Someone
who gave up everything, so that He could give you everything. It’s the most relevant, practical, and inspiring
story that’s ever existed. The story of Easter is the climax of every other story ever told, including your own.
Jesus created you. He loved you, but you didn’t love
Him and you lived against him. You were God’s enemy,
but Jesus continued to love you and pursue you by
opening your eyes to your need for Him. He met you
right where you were, and moved you to believe in Him,
live for Him, and represent Him in everything you do.
Then, Jesus gave you an all powerful helper in this life
and started preparing a perfect place to spend your life
in eternity.
As you consider who Jesus is, what He’s done for you,
and what He’s promised you, there should be a certain
level of motivation to do what he says. Not out of obligation or duty, but out of gratefulness.
(Continued on page 4)
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The greatest motivation to love your spouse when the
going gets tough is found in the main character of the story of Easter. Jesus.

Marriage will be difficult at times. More accurately put,
your SPOUSE will be difficult to love at times. It’s in those
times where you need more than a model and some muscle to continue loving them. You need motivation, and
Easter gives us the model, the muscle and
your greatest motivation to love your spouse when the
the motivation to love our spouse in the most difficult of
going gets tough, is found in the main character of the
circumstances. I hope you celebrate who Christ is, what’s
story of Easter. Jesus.
he’s done for you, and what he offers you this Easter like
never before. I also pray that the realities Easter season
In short, don’t love your spouse as they deserve, but love brings to your marriage would transform the way you inthem as Christ deserves.
teract with your spouse in the days, weeks, and months
ahead.

Adapted from: https://www.marriagerevolution.org/why-your-marriage-needs-
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Marital Intimacy Is More
Than Sex
Five Ways to Connect
with Your Spouse
by Josh Squires

“We just don’t feel connected.” Both of
them felt the same way. Somewhere in
the timeline of their relationship they
had begun to drift apart, and now they
felt as if they were living lives that
were running on a parallel track rather
than living lives intimately connected.
But how do you solve the problem of
“connectedness”?
Usually when people begin to feel disconnected from one
another, the root issue of the problem is intimacy. There
are a number of reasons that intimacy may decline. Some
of them are subtle, yet insidious, like the ever-increasing
busyness of family life. Other reasons are overt and intentional, like trying to use the lack of intimacy as payback.
Whatever the reason, once intimacy begins to wane, it can
become hard to get back on track. One of the keys to reconnecting is understanding that intimacy is a multifaceted thing. In fact, there are five different types of intimacy,
and only when we keep all five functioning can we have
marriages that feel profoundly connected.
1. Spiritual Intimacy
The first — and most foundational — type of intimacy is
spiritual intimacy. Spiritual intimacy can be seen as the
hub from which all other intimacy types protrude. If spiritual intimacy is high, then the other types of intimacy,
though they will have seasons of greater or lesser intensity, will have a certain level of natural resiliency. Spiritual
intimacy comes from being in the word together, praying
for one another, and worshiping together. The word of
God is the nourishment of our souls (Matthew
4:4; Deuteronomy 8:3). When we are on the same spiritual
diet, we can expect to grow in similar ways and therefore
grow together — not separately.

“If spiritual intimacy is high, then the other types
of intimacy will have a natural resiliency.”
The old adage that the family that prays together stays
together, while not infallible, is generally true. At the
same time, this doesn’t just mean praying in each other’s
presence, but actually making each other a central part of
your prayers privately (and not just asking God to fix all
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the things that annoy you about your spouse). Worship is
an incredibly intimate act that knits the souls of Jesus’s
people closer to each other and himself. There are legitimate reasons that spouses may not be worshiping next to
each other (e.g., helping out with nurseries or choir), but
if connectedness is an issue, it may be time to put those
activities aside for a season, while you focus on the spiritual intimacy between you and your spouse.
2. Recreational Intimacy
The second type of intimacy is recreational intimacy. Recreational intimacy is the bond that is created and
strengthened by doing activities together. These activities
can range vastly, from the mild (e.g., doing a crossword
together) to the extreme (e.g., hang gliding), but it is the
mutual enjoyment of them that fuels a couple’s connection.

“Our marriages need the ability to laugh and
play together if they are to endure the times of
tears and toil.”
This sort of intimacy tends to be its highest early in the
relationship when both partners are willing to do and try
things outside of their comfort zone just to have the opportunity to be in each other’s presence. As presence becomes more the norm than the exception, our motivation
to engage in uninteresting activities may dwindle. Furthermore, as life gets more complicated with jobs, kids,
house, and much more, the opportunities to engage in
recreational activity plummet, and the cost can skyrocket.
Nonetheless, God has made us to enjoy life’s activities —
especially with our spouses (Ecclesiastes 9:9) — and our
marriages need the ability to laugh and play together if
they are to endure the times of tears and toil.
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3. Intellectual Intimacy

The third type of intimacy is intellectual intimacy. Intellectual intimacy is the activity of connecting to one another by discussing certain issues. The topics can be
lighthearted (e.g., favorite movie) or serious (e.g., politics), but mental exercise with your spouse reinforces the
relationship cord.
Similar to recreational intimacy, intellectual intimacy
tends to be at its highest at the beginning of a relationship. Oftentimes it’s because the couple is still getting to
know each other,, and how they think on various topics.
As time passes, couples often assume they know how
their spouse thinks on nearly every issue, and they cease
exploring each other’s intellectual worlds. While a
spouse can often predict what the other will think on a
particular issue, details matter. No matter how many
times a couple has discussed an issue, there is almost always some piece that is new and can be explored. And
the rewards for doing so are well worth it.
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ited emotional vocabulary and tend to be less comfortable with emotive speech. Therefore, men often misunderstand their spouses when they speak, thinking that what
she wants is an exchange of ideas when what she really
wants is someone to identify with her feelings.
Regardless of any limitations, men are called to shepherd
their wife’s heart, just as much as women are called to
shepherd their husband’s sexuality. Just as men feel most
connected when physical intimacy is highest, women
generally feel most connected when emotional intimacy
is highest. There is a reason that the first thing Adam
does when he sees Eve is not get her into bed, but utters
the world’s first love poem (Genesis 2:23).
Cycles of Intimacy vs. Cycles of Isolation

Now, here’s the tricky part: When men feel disconnected,
they often try to get physical intimacy via the route of
recreational intimacy (let’s do something fun together
and maybe we will end up in bed together), whereas
women, when they feel disconnected, often try to get
4. Physical Intimacy
emotional intimacy via the route of intellectual intimacy
(let’s talk about something and maybe we will end up
The fourth type of intimacy is physical intimacy. Physical sharing our feelings). Both spouses feel the disconnecintimacy is the domain most people think of when they
tion, but are trying to solve the problem in opposite
hear the word “intimate.” This includes, but is not limways. Further complicating the matter, men often do not
ited to sexual activity. There is also nonsexual physical
feel like talking or sharing their emotions if they do not
intimacy such as holding hands, cuddling on the couch, feel physically intimate. And women often do not want
or a hug. Sometimes nonsexual physical intimacy (e.g.,
physical intimacy if they do not feel emotionally inticuddling) can lead to something more amorous (sexual
mate.
activity), but it doesn’t always have to — and in fact, this
“Shepherding your spouse in these areas is the key
is one of the biggest complaints for women.

to feeling this sort of genuine, robust connection.”

Men often take any physical intimacy as a sign that women want sexual intimacy, when sometimes the they just
need to cuddle. Still, of all the types of intimacy, this one
pays the biggest dividends for men. When asked to rank
how close they feel to their spouse, men typically feel the
most connected when physical intimacy (and especially
sexual physical intimacy) is highest. This is no surprise to
the Christian, as God instructs man to delight in these
activities with his wife (Proverbs 5:18–19).

Here couples can easily find themselves in cycles of isolation, more and more demanding that their own intimacy
needs be met before they are willing to meet their
spouse’s. This is where the Christian commitment to love
one another, even when it hurts (John 13:34–35; Galatians
5:13; 6:2; Ephesians 4:2, 32; 1 Peter 4:8–10), can help the
couple move from cycles of isolation to cycles of intimacy, as they lovingly put each other’s needs before their
own.
Shepherding our spouse in these areas, even when we
5. Emotional Intimacy
ourselves feel out of touch, is the key to feeling this sort
The fifth type of intimacy is emotional intimacy. Emoof genuine, robust connection. This type of connection
tional intimacy is the sharing of one’s own experiences
does more than give us warm and fuzzy feelings for a
with another. Men grapple with this distinction over and moment. It helps ground us in the intimate love of the
above that of intellectual intimacy; however, one
one in whom our connection is eternal and unfailing:
(intellectual intimacy) discusses topics and is usually
God himself.
dominated by thoughts, whereas the other (emotional
intimacy) discusses experience and is usually dominated https://www.desiringgod.org/articles/marital-intimacyis-more-than-sex
by emotion. Men also generally have a much more lim-
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Catholic Engaged Encounter of Trinidad and Tobago (CEETT) News Update
In spite of the COVID restrictions and the peculiar situation in which we find ourselves, CEETT has continued to serve couples who are preparing for marriage,: we
continue to ensure they have the best possible foundation for their future Sacrament , and have an ongoing support system for them as they begin their lives together. Since May 2020 to April 2021, we have convened twelve (12) virtual “Zoom”
weekends. We have tried to keep the numbers per weekend to no more than sixteen
(16) couples, to ensure the best possible personal experience. Due to the demand for
weekends, we had two weekends in October and November last year (2020), so as
not to compromise the interaction. Each weekend has its own Watsapp gp.
In addition, to keeping the community connected, the members have steadfastly been
faithful to our Wednesday night prayer and sharing (every Wed since early Aug 2020), also
on “Zoom” where we pray, share on various topics/scripture and catch up with what’s happening in everyone’s lives,, sharing our experiences, as we navigate these uncertain times.
All done in a very informal and relaxed atmosphere (there is always an after meeting
lime!).
On March 14th, 2021 we had a one day Retreat , attended by 19 members (some with children!) as we made every attempt to ensure that the Ministry had a group spiritual experience, and keep us aware of the One who called us to this work, and to strengthen our marriage relationships, to be more effective witnesses.
We are also looking to take advantage of these times to reach out in a different way to our couples, via our Facebook,
Instagram and webpage, to provide resources and a forum where couples can feel welcomed, listened to, and find resources for their marriage. Look out for future webinars, “podcasts” and other such as we re-invent our outreach and
embrace of our married couples! God Bless you all…..
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